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Intermolecular zero-quantum coherences (iZQCs) have been utilized to achieve high-resolution

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) proton spectra under inhomogeneous and/or unstable fields.

In this paper, we demonstrated that despite the insensitivity of iZQCs to B0 variations, the

influence of unstable fields on the observable single-quantum coherence signals causes strong t1
noises in the high-resolution iZQC spectra. Short-time acquisition (STA) and phase spectrum

schemes were proposed for noise suppression in in vivo iZQC magnetic resonance spectroscopy

(MRS) under temporal B0 variations. The feasibility of these schemes were verified by localized

spectroscopic studies under B0 variations generated by the Z0 coil current oscillations and by

voxel position variations in the presence of field gradients, which simulate the field conditions

of MRS in the presence of physiological motions. The phase scheme not only improves the

signal-to-noise ratio but also further reduces the linewidth by half.

1. Introduction

There are many circumstances that nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) studies are subject to inhomogeneous and unstable

magnetic fields, such as in vivomagnetic resonance microscopy

(MRM), and ultra-high field NMR using externally powered

magnets. High-field in vivo proton magnetic resonance

spectroscopy (MRS) is not only subject to inhomogeneous

line broadening caused by susceptibility gradients, but also

often greatly degraded by field instability during averaging.

The drifts of the main magnetic fields, which are between

0.05–0.1 ppm h�1 at 4 T systems and above, are one source of

unstable fields.1 Other than the main magnet, gradient coil

vibrations caused by Lorentz forces also superimpose period

modulations on the B0 and thus induce sideband artifacts

in MRS studies.2,3 Furthermore, physiological motions in

inhomogeneous fields cause precession frequency varying from

time to time in thoracic, abdominal and even brain MRS.4

Another source of time-dependent B0 variations is respiratory-

induced bulk susceptibility change in the chest, which can

extend far from the chest.5 Concerning the effects of physio-

logical motion in brain and breast, the displacement is small

relative to the voxel size. Rather than voxel misregistration,

small-scale motions produce phase and frequency variations

during experiments.6 In breast MRS, for instance, motion-

induced B0 variations are mainly caused by respiration: the B0

variation period is B4 s and the frequency shift was reported

to be B0.14 ppm at various static field strengths.6,7 The phase

variations induced by B0 fluctuations lead to signal cancellation

in data summation, while the frequency variations result in

line broadening. Several techniques, either retrospective6,8 or

prospective,9,10 were proposed to compensate the destructive

summation in the presence of B0 variations. However, these

techniques, focusing on unstable-field effects, can hardly suppress

the line broadening caused by inhomogeneous fields. On the

other hand, high-resolution methods under inhomogeneous

fields, such as the Fourier synthesis based algorithms11,12 and

nutation echoes,13 are not designed for high-resolution spectro-

scopy under temporal B0 variations or in vivo susceptibility

gradients. The spatial encoding single-shot 2D spectroscopy

technique14 was also utilized to achieve high-resolution 1D

and 2D spectroscopy15,16 and MR imaging17,18 under severe

magnetic field distortions. In a very recent work,19 Pelupessy

and co-workers used coherence transfers between spins such

as the SECSY sequence instead of spatially-dependent

z-rotations15,16 to compensate inhomogeneities with a modified

single-shot 2D spectroscopy using the adiabatic sweep for

encoding.20,21 Theoretically, coherence/polarization transfers

between spins can compensate arbitrary field inhomogeneities

with larger spatial scales than the distance between coupled

spins,22 so that the new method is also promising in

in vivo applications with randomly distributed magnetic field

gradients.

As another kind of spin coherence transfer, intermolecular

multiple-quantum coherences (iMQCs) come from distant

dipolar couplings between spins.23,24 It is reported that inter-

molecular zero-quantum coherence (iZQC) sequences, such

as HOMOGENIZED24 and its derivations,25–27 and inter-

molecular double-quantum coherence (iDQC) sequences

named IDEAL28 and IDEAL-II29 are capable of improving

spectral resolution in inhomogeneous fields with magnetic

susceptibilities varying over distances much larger than the

correlation distance between coupled spins. The in vivo

iZQC MRS has been performed on biological samples and

rodents,30–32 and the feasibility of this technique has been
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studied numerically33 and reviewed.34 Lin and co-workers

proposed the CPMG-HOMOGENIZED sequence, which

combines HOMOGENIZED with Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill

(CPMG), and performed a novel study with this sequence on a

25 T electromagnet, achieving the first high-resolution liquid

NMR spectrum at a field 41 GHz.35 Since the insensitivity of

iZQC to inhomogeneous/unstable fields has been demonstrated

previously,24,35 the current work will focus on the phase

deviations that unstable fields impose on the iZQC signals

and their influences on the spectrum. Theoretical analysis

shows that the evolutions of non-zero coherence orders, e.g.

the directly detected single-quantum coherences (SQCs), are

susceptible to random phase deviations under unstable fields.

The CPMG scheme eliminates the phase deviations during the

echo time, but does not correct those during the other t2
acquisition time. These phase deviations will lead to strong

phase noise in 2D iZQC spectra and cause a great reduction of

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the desired high-resolution

projection spectrum onto the F1 dimension. To suppress the

phase deviations during the t2 period, the t2 frequency evolution

subject to the influence of unstable fields should be eliminated

and the frequency information such as chemical shifts should

be discarded in the F2 dimension. Two schemes, short-time

acquisition (STA) and phase spectrum schemes are proposed

herein to achieve this goal for MRS subject to B0 variations.

Localized spectroscopic studies were performed on the agar

gel phantom to test these schemes under simulated magnetic

field conditions for MRS with physiological motion.

2. Theory

Consider a homogeneous solution consisting of two isolated

homonuclear spin-1/2 systems, denoted as I and S respectively.

It is assumed that om is the frequency offset of spin m (m= I, S)

in the rotating frame in the absence of magnetic field

inhomogeneity, and DB(r) is the deviation from the static field

B0 at position r. When spatially dependent magnetic field is

taken into account, the frequency offset, Om(r), of spin m at

position r is given by

Om(r,t) = om+Do(r,t) = om+g�DB(r,t), (m = I, S) (1)

where g is the gyromagnetic ratio.

The HOMOGENIZED pulse sequence is depicted in

Fig. 1a. The desired coherence transfer pathway (CTP) is

0 - 0 - +1 - �1. The effects of radiation damping,

diffusion and transverse relaxation are ignored in the following

deduction.

One of the mirrored pathways desired, IzSz - I�S+ (t1) -

IzS
+ - IzS

�, is explored to demonstrate the effects of an

unstable and inhomogeneous field. During the t1 period, the

term in this pathway evolves as

1
4
I�S+ exp{i[�oI � Do(r,t)+oS+Do(r,t)]t1}

= 1
4
I�S+ exp[i(�oI+oS)t1]. (2)

Since the correlation distance, within the range of which are

the distances between the most distantly dipolar-coupled

spins, is of a magnitude order of 10–100 mm (60 mm in the

current work), relatively much smaller than the macro-

scopic spatial variations of the static magnetic field.

So DoI(r) E DoS(r), and eqn (2) is approximately valid.

After the second RF pulse, eqn (2) is converted into

� i

4
sin

p
4
cos2

p
8
IzS
þ exp½ið�oI þ oSÞt1�: ð3Þ

During the first D period, eqn (3) evolves as

� i

4
sin

p
4
cos2

p
8
IzS
þ exp½ið�oI þ oSÞt1�

� exp ioSDþ i

Z D

0

Doðr; tÞ dt
� �

: ð4Þ

After the third RF pulse and during the second D period,

eqn (4) evolves under the unstable and inhomogeneous

field as

� i

4
sin

p
4
cos2

p
8
IzS
� exp½ið�oI þoSÞt1�

� exp ioSDþ i

Z D

0

Doðr; tÞdt
� �

� exp �ioSD� i

Z 2D

D
Doðr;tÞdt

� �

¼� i

4
sin

p
4
cos2

p
8
IzS
� exp½ið�oI þoSÞt1�

� exp i

Z D

0

Doðr; tÞ dt� i

Z 2D

D
Doðr; tÞdt

� �
: ð5Þ

Fig. 1 Pulse sequences: (a) HOMOGENIZED, (b) CPMG-

HOMOGENIZED, (c) modified iDH, and (d) homo-decoupled

modified iDH. Gauss-shapes indicate soft pulses selective for spin

S or I only. TR is the repetition time between scans. ‘‘Location’’ and

‘‘WS’’ blocks are spatial localization module and water suppression

module using excitation sculpting scheme, respectively.
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During the t2 period, the signal is

� i

4
sin

p
4
cos2

p
8
S� exp½ið�oI þoSÞt1�

� exp i

Z D

0

Doðr; tÞ dt� i

Z 2D

D
Doðr;tÞdt

� �

� exp i oSt2þ
Z t2

0

Doðr;tÞdt
� �� �

:

ð6Þ

where t denotes all the time slices during the scanning time,

including t1 and t2. It can be seen from eqn (2)–(6) that in the t1
period, the frequency perturbation factors due to unstable and

inhomogeneous fields are canceled for the desired iZQC terms

I�S+ (or its mirrored iZQC term I+S�), while the useful

chemical shift information is preserved. Unlike iZQCs, SQCs

of the detection period (t2) are sensitive to inhomogeneous line

broadening and unstable perturbation. In an inhomogeneous

but stable field, the line broadening of SQCs in the F2

dimension does not hinder the high-resolution projection of

iZQCs in the F1 dimension. However, the perturbation of

unstable field not only leads to frequency variation of SQCs in

the F2 dimension, but also produces random phases varying

with t1. Under unstable fields, the t in the term Do(r,t) in

eqn (6) not only includes t2 but also t1, because the magnetic

field strength varies from scan to scan. As a result, the

t1-dependent phase variation caused by Do(r,t) is Fourier

transformed into t1 noises in the frequency domain. Lin and

co-workers proposed the CPMG-HOMOGENIZED sequence

shown in Fig. 1b to eliminate the perturbation of phase

accumulation during the spin–echo period (2D) through the

CPMG scheme. In Fig. 1b, 2D is divided into 2n segments with

each interval of 2D/2n. If the magnetic field variation period

(Tm) is much larger than 2D/2n, the phase accumulation in

each pair of segments with a p pulse in their middle can be

cancelled:

exp i

Z ðkþ1ÞD=2n
kD=2n

Doðr; tÞdt� i

Z ðkþ2ÞD=2n
ðkþ1ÞD=2n

Doðr; tÞdt

2
4

3
5

�!Tm�2D=2n
exp½iDoðr; tÞ � ðD=2nÞ� iDoðr;tÞ � ðD=2nÞ� ¼ 1;

ð7Þ

where k is an even number and 0r kr 2n � 2. Therefore, the

influence of unstable and inhomogeneous fields can be

canceled in the total spin-echo period (2D). However, the

frequency variation during t2
R t2
0 Doðr;tÞdt

� �
still leads to

random phase perturbation for each t1 increment and thus

produces t1 noise.

From eqn (6), it can be seen that the frequency perturbation

in the t2 period can hardly be removed except by setting t2 = 0,

i.e. the signal is only acquired at the echo maximum. Spectral

information such as chemical shift in the F2 dimension will

also be removed in this way. However, the iZQC high-resolution

spectroscopy obtains the spectral information from the F1

dimension instead of F2, so the chemical shift in F2 can be

discarded. In the following section, two schemes, STA

and phase spectrum, are proposed to utilize this theory to

improve SNR.

The HOMOGENIZED sequence is also modified (Fig. 1c)

to facilitate the in vivo applications. The intermolecular

double-quantum filter (iDQF)27 has been proposed to suppress

the water conventional SQC signal as well as undesired

resonances. The sequence in the current work is based on

the iDQF-HOMOGENIZED sequence27 (abbreviated as

iDH). Since selective pulses are utilized, their performance in

unstable fields should be examined. It has been demonstrated

that the typical field situations of respiration-sensitive MRS

are with the variation periods of B4 s and the frequency shifts

of o0.4 ppm.1,6 A Gaussian pulse with a duration of B4 ms

(with a bandwidth B500 Hz) can be utilized for water

suppression without exciting the nearest metabolite resonance

at an 11.7 T system. Its pulse length is much shorter than the

B0 variation periods, so the performance of the selective

excitation is hardly disturbed. Furthermore, the bandwidth

of the selective pulse can adequately cover the frequency shift

range of B0 variations. Unlike iZQCs, iDQCs are sensitive to

the unstable field. Therefore, a refocusing p pulse is placed in

the middle of the iDQF, which is also much shorter than the

B0 variation period. Since B0 modulation in MRS study is

much slower than in NMR using externally powered

magnet,35 the Carr–Purcell train during the spin echo is

replaced by a single p pulse for better water suppression.

The spatial localization and the following excitation sculpting

module utilized for water suppression (marked as the

‘‘Localization’’ and ‘‘WS’’ modules respectively in the pulse

sequence schematics in Fig. 1) are also applied.

3. Experimental

All experiments were performed at 298 K using a Varian

NMR System 500 MHz spectrometer with a 5 mm indirect

detection probe with pulsed field gradient (PFG) modules. To

simulate the situation of the MRS studies in the presence of

motions and B0 variations, we performed a series of spatially

localized studies with the position of the voxel shifted from

scan to scan and the current in the Z0 coil varied from time to

time. The sample was an agar gel phantom containing 90 mM

creatine (Cr) and 30 mM lactate (Lac). The voxel size was

3 � 3 � 12 mm3, where 12 mm was the localization length in

the z direction. The voxel position was randomly shifted

between �2.4 mm to 2.4 mm along the z direction. The Z0

current was modulated to produce B0 fluctuations with a

variation range of 60 Hz and a period of 4 s. This field

condition was set according to ref. 1 and 6 to simulate the

moderate in vivo field fluctuations caused by respiratory

motion. The conventional MRS was acquired using the

point-resolved spectroscopy (PRESS) sequence with the variable

power and optimized relaxation delays (VAPOR) module for

water suppression. The scan number was 32. For all iDH

spectra, 400 points were acquired with a spectral width of

2500 Hz in the F1 dimension. The fold-over of the F1

dimension can be corrected since there is no resonance in the

left-half of the F1 dimension. The spectral width of the direct

dimension was 5000 Hz and the sampling time was 200 ms

for the modified iDH. A 4-step phase cycling was applied:

a = (x, y, x, y), b = (x, x, �x, �x) and the receiver =

(x, x, x, x). The parameters (strength � duration) of coherence

6016 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2010, 12, 6014–6020 This journal is �c the Owner Societies 2010
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selective gradients (CSGs) were G0 = 0.07 T m�1 � 1.2 ms,

G = 0.16 T m�1 � 1.2 ms, G1 = 0.14 T m�1 � 1.0 ms, and

G2 = 0.24 T m�1 � 1.0 ms, respectively, where G1 and G2 are

the spoiling PFGs in the WS module. The SNR was measured

by dividing the peak height of Cr (3.0 ppm) resonance by the

root-mean-square noise level between 2.0 and 2.4 ppm. The

Cr (3.0 ppm) resonance was also used for the linewidth

measurements. An exponential function with a line broadening

factor of 3 Hz was applied in the indirect dimension of the

iDH spectra with homo-decoupling.

4. Results and discussion

To simulate the situation of MRS study in the presence of

motions, we performed a series of spatially localized studies

with the position of the voxel shifted from scan to scan.

Firstly, a PRESS spectrum was acquired in a well-shimmed

magnetic field. No frequency variation can be observed from

scan to scan (Fig. 2a). The z-direction shimming coils were

then deliberately detuned to produce a moderate inhomogeneous

line broadening of 50 Hz.36 It can be seen that the resonance

frequencies vary from scan to scan due to the background

magnetic field gradients (Fig. 2b). It has been demonstrated

that the change of bulk susceptibility in the chest also creates

time-dependent B0 variations.5 Therefore, the current in the

Z0 coil was modulated to produce B0 variations within a range

of 0.12 ppm and a period of 4 s to simulate the unstable

fields caused by bulk susceptibility changes.1,6 The PRESS

spectrum from each scan is presented in Fig. 2c. The frequency

variations mainly lead to line broadening in conventional 1D

MRS. As demonstrated above, they cause severe t1 artifacts in

2D spectra. A series of iZQC studies were performed under the

same voxel position shifts and Z0 variations. Fig. 3a is the

spectrum from the modified iDH sequence. Strong t1 noises

are observed in the 2D spectrum and the SNR of the

projection spectrum was greatly reduced. To suppress the t1
noises, a rectangular post-processing function of 1.5 ms width

was applied, only preserving a few data points around the echo

maximum. Such a scheme is dubbed short time acquisition

(STA). Since the B0 variation amplitude Do(r,t) in MRS is

much smaller than the one in NMR under unstable fields,

extending t2 from 0 to circa 1 ms can preserve parts of

chemical shift in the F2 dimension without leading to much

increased contamination of the t1 noises. As a result, the

residual water t1 ridge can be separated from the desired

metabolite peaks in the F2 dimension, so it can be partly cut

off when projecting onto the F1 axis and its influence on the

SNR of the projection spectrum can be greatly reduced.

The spectrum from the modified iDH sequence with the

STA scheme is presented in Fig. 3b. The same experimental

data as Fig. 3a was used with a 1.5 ms-width rectangular

post-processing function applied on the echo maximum in the

time domain. Since the acquisition time is very short, the

broadened peaks stretch along the F2 dimension. However, it

can be seen from the 2D spectrum and its projection onto the

indirect dimension that the t1 noises are greatly reduced. The

projection spectra with different acquisition window width are

presented in Fig. 4. It shows that the SNR grows as the

acquisition time decreases.

The projection cross-section theorem states that the projec-

tion of a 2D phase-sensitive spectrum onto the indirect

dimension forms an FT pair with the time-domain signals at

t2 = 0.37 Therefore, it seems that theoretically an F1 projection

of the iDH spectrum in phase display mode cannot only

provide a phase-sensitive spectrum with improved linewidth,

but also eliminate the t1 noises due to unstable fields if the t2
acquisition begins at the echo maximum! The experimental

result (Fig. 3c, the same data as Fig. 3a in phase display mode)

verifies this deduction: although severe t1 noises remain in the

2D spectrum, they cancel each other and result in a noise-free

Fig. 2 PRESS spectra of an agar gel phantom containing 90 mMCr and 30 mMLac with the position of the voxel shifted from scan to scan: (a) in

a well-shimmed magnetic field; (b) in an inhomogeneous field with a linewidth of 50 Hz; (c) in an unstable field with B0 variations within a range of

60 Hz and a frequency of 0.25 Hz. The Cr (3.0 ppm) resonance was presented.
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projection. Instead of direct accumulation of 2D data points,

the projections of all the phase-sensitive spectra in the current

work were calculated by the Fourier transformation of an

interferogram compiled from the single complex point at echo

maximum per value of t1 increment because the manufacturers’

software generally introduces systematic distortions that

improve the appearance of spectra but distort the results of

2D projection. For comparison, the 2D phase-sensitive iDH

spectrum with the STA scheme is also presented (Fig. 3d).

Despite the different 2D spectral pattern, the projection and

the measured SNR are exactly the same as those in Fig. 3c,

which further confirms the theory. On the other hand, it

should be noted that Fig. 3c and d have different intrinsic

SNR (the ratio of the required signal to the background of

thermal noise), though they have same signal-to-t1-noise ratio

(the ratio of the required signal to the pseudorandom noise

that results from the effect of instabilities during the t1 encoding).

The intrinsic SNRs of Fig. 3c and d are 342 and 725,

respectively. They are calculated on the 1D spectra of the

direct dimension, using the same measurement as for the

SNRs of the projection spectra. The higher intrinsic SNR of

Fig. 3d is due to the reason that more effective data points

were acquired and averaged.

The projection spectra with different acquisition start time,

which is defined as the deviation from the echo maximum, are

presented in Fig. 5. It shows that the SNR reduces as the time

deviation from the echo maximum increases.

If the constant-time scheme38 is utilized in the iZQC period

(Fig. 1d), a high-resolution homo-decoupled proton spectrum
Fig. 3 Spectra from iDH sequence with a single refocusing p pulse:

absolute-value spectra (a) without and (b) with STA, and phase-mode

spectra (c) without and (d) with STA. All the spectra are from the same

experimental data.

Fig. 4 Projection spectra from iDH sequence with STA and different

acquisition time (t2).

Fig. 5 Projection spectra from iDH sequence in phase display mode

with different acquisition beginning time deviating from the echo

maximum (Dt2).
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can be achieved in inhomogeneous and unstable fields.

Homo-decoupling experiments were performed under the

same condition as Fig. 3 and the results are presented in

Fig. 6. The absolute-value spectra without and with STA,

and phase-mode spectra without and with STA are displayed

in Fig. 6a–d, respectively. All the spectra in Fig. 6 are from the

same experimental data. The linewidth and the SNR of each

projection spectrum are given. It should be noted that the

amplitudes of the J-coupled spins in the homo-decoupled

spectrum are subject to J modulations, which is inherent for

the constant-time module and can be alleviated by averaging

the results from different constant-time lengths.38

In unstable B0 field, the phase variations may originate from

B0 drifts before refocusing; in the presence of motion, the

phase variations may be due to sample position shifts between

coherence selection gradient (CSG) pairs. In our experiments,

the variation period was rather long (4 s) compared to

the pulse sequence time scale (several milliseconds), so the

phase variations were hardly observable. It is the same for

iZQC spectra. Otherwise, in the case of fast B0 modulation/

physiological motion, such as in MRS studies of the heart and

abdomen, the phase variation effects of the iDH sequence

should be carefully analyzed. The influence of motions between

CSG pairs in iMQC sequences is somehow different from

conventional MRS: the signal in the detection period is not

only refocused by CSGs but also demodulated by the DDF. It

takes some time for the DDF to go into effect. The length of

this delay, usually called ‘‘demagnetizing time’’, is circa 100 ms

at 11.7 T. It has been demonstrated39,40 that the motion during

the rather long demagnetizing time in the iMQC sequence

hardly causes artifacts, since the DDF is generated by the

sample itself and it moves at the same place as the sample.

Concerning the timescale of the instabilities, there are

certain high-pass filters designed to suppress the effects of

instabilities on a timescale longer than that over which experi-

mental data are measured in real time. For functional MRI

studies, they are used to filter out low-frequency baseline drift

between activation periods.47 For example, a high-pass filter of

(120 s)�1 was used in ref. 47. In our study, the timescales of the

proposed methods are much shorter, designed to suppress

physiological-motion-induced instabilities (e.g. respirations

with a period of circa 4 s). For the STA method the timescale

is 1.5 ms, which is its effective acquisition period; for the

‘‘phase spectrum’’ method it is of the order of 400 ms, which is

the inverse of the real-time filter bandwidth (spectral width in

F2 is �2500 Hz). It can be seen that the ‘‘phase spectrum’’

method has higher filtering threshold than the STA one, which

means that it is less sensitive to high-frequency fluctuations.

However the penalty is the lower intrinsic SNR, because the

shorter the data acquisition period, the broader the bandwidth

of thermal noise that contributes to the measured signal.

There are still some critical problems for in vivo applications

of the new method proposed here. The scanning time (circa 1 h)

of iZQC spectroscopy is almost unbearable for in vivo

studies. Fast acquisition schemes such as fold-over correction,41

star-pattern gradients scheme42 and spatial encoded 2D

spectroscopy14,21 are promising to improve the scanning efficiency

of iDH sequence under unstable fields. The weak iMQC signal

intensity compared to SQCs is another critical problem for

in vivo applications. Novel magnetization modulation scheme43

and dynamic nuclear polarization44,45 may be potentially useful

for iMQC signal intensity enhancement. The multiple-echo

read-out scheme for iMQC MRI may also be adopted in

spectroscopy for signal to noise ratio optimization or 2D

detection efficiency improvement.46

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the origin of t1 noises in the iZQC high-

resolution spectra under unstable fields was theoretically

analyzed. A modified iDH sequence and two schemes of

STA and phase spectrum were proposed for MRS to suppress

the effects of physiological motions or B0 variations in vivo as

well as inhomogeneous broadenings. One of these schemes, the

phase spectrum scheme, cannot only improve the SNR of the

projection spectrum but also further reduce its linewidth by

half. The primary results on phantoms under field fluctuations

caused by Z0 current oscillations and voxel position-shifts

verify the theoretical analysis of the proposed schemes.

Further improvements of the new method for in vivo studies

are underway.

Fig. 6 Homo-decoupling spectra: absolute-value spectra (a) without

and (b) with STA, and phase-mode spectra (c) without and (d) with

STA. All the spectra are from the same experimental data.
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